
Lime Paints



About Lime Paints
A vibrant and breathable lime paint available in 24 colours. Can be applied to
lime render and plaster, brick, stone, block, lining paper and gypsum plaster.
Available in 100ml sample pots and 5L bags.

Lime paints help buildings to breathe, readily allowingmoisture to evaporate.
They can be used internally and externally, however wewould not
recommend their use in high traffic and exposed areas.

Colours
Lime paints are not flat and dull, they reflect the changing light through the
seasons and conditions during wet and dry periods.

The colours are split into white and two collections based on popularity.
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White and Collection 1 colours are cheaper & are
currently held in stock, while Collection 2 colours are
made to order whichmakes them slightly more
expensive.

This colour chart gives an idea of the colours available
however we cannot guarantee an accurate colour
representation.We recommend purchasing a sample
pot first and testing on a suitable area.



About Breathable Paints
In the context of traditionally constructed buildings, breathability or vapour
permeability in amaterial is where it allows water in its gaseous state to
pass through itself. Lime based paints are vapour permeable as they allow
moisture to pass through the coating.

Using a breathable paint such as a Lime Paint, is beneficial for buildings with
solid walls as they provides better moisturemanagement, preventing water
from becoming trapped or held captive within the building fabric as is the
case withmodern synthetic coatings.

While Lime based paints act to decorate they also work as a sacrificial
coating, inherently weaker thanmost underlying substrates. They weather
away and simply require ongoingmaintenance tomaintain appearance.
They can also act as a very useful consolidation treatment onweakermore
friable masonry, including cob.

Breathable paints offer other benefits; they help to regulate internal
humidity, reducemould build up andmanage condensation. Lime based
paints are the oldest form of decorativematerial and are still created using
natural materials and have aminimal environmental impact, especially when
compared tomodern coatings.

We sell a range of other breathable paints including Limewashes, Earthborn
Claypaints and BeeckMineral Paints.
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